The effect of exposure to increased hydrostatic pressure up to 46 ATA on respiratory sinus arrhythmia in humans.
Respiratory sinus arrhythmia (RSA) has been used as a non-invasive estimate of vagal tone to determine whether the reduction in resting heart rate commonly seen when humans are exposed to increases in the ambient pressure is associated with changes in vagal autonomic control. Two sets of divers (n = 4) were examined during two simulated saturation dives, one to 46 atmospheres absolute (ATA) and another to 37 ATA. A significant reduction in resting heart rate was seen in both dives upon exposure to high pressure compared with controls at 1 ATA. The reduction in heart rate seen at increased pressure was consistent regardless of respiratory rate, indicating that moderate changes in respiratory rate do not affect heart rate under these conditions. No changes in the overall magnitude of RSA were observed over a range of respiratory rates during either dive compared with control values at 1 ATA. During both dives, RSA was significantly larger (P < 0.05) at low respiratory rates compared with higher rates for both 1 ATA controls and at high pressure. The presence of a hyperbaric bradycardia strongly suggests that vagal tone is altered during hyperbaric exposure; however, the lack of change in the magnitude of RSA at high pressure brings into question the viability of using RSA as an accurate indicator of vagal tone and this lack of correspondence deserves further investigation.